Smart Waste Management
For Smarter and Cleaner City
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The Smart WM solution is built on our proprietary ithena(TM) Analytics and AI platform. It uses artificial
intelligence and persona-based applications to uncover value from edge events, structured enterprise
content, and complex third party content.
ithena(TM) platform provides for Scalability & Performance, User Experience & Flexibility for the
transformation of Smart Cities and Campuses.
visit us at : www.ithena.ai

FEATURES
Smart Environment

Bin Monitoring

Smart Waste Managements assets tracking
helps in cleanliness of the city Identifies if garbage bin is ready for pickup

Smart Dashboards

If any bin is damaged or not in a good
shape it will be replaced once they are
reported on our portal by anyone

Smart Governance

Persona driven, intuitive, simple,
multi-level, workflow-driven analytics
to manage the infrastructure for
inclusive value

Waste Generation Analysis
Helps to improve dispatching of the
fleets and will also helps in analyzing
what kind of waste is dumped, and
how much it weighs

ithena

Route Optimization
Fleets depots and landfills
management for better city
routing

Smart Alert
Smart Infrastructure

Safety Measures

Smart alert for garbage dept
to dispatch the fleet for
pickup, when the bin is full

Smart Bins

Geo-Fencing

Smart bin is able to segregate type of
waste which goes in and sends data to
our cloud platform for Analysis

For dumper truck tracking, to know
whether the truck is on assign route and
also is it in the city borders

Edge communication

IOT gateway

State-of-the-Art communication
protocols based on Message broker
device connectivity enabling
seamless device inter-connectivity.

Data acquisition engine collects
data from plethora of distinct
sources and seamlessly integrates
with our ingestion platform.

ML/AI based workflow
ML/AI based workflow serves as a
Decision Support and Decision
Automation System for various
personas via Actionable Insights.
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